Spick and Span Extras – Book Data

Extras seasonal issues were produced four times a year from 1955. Initially these were Spick & Span combined extras, but in 1958 they were published separately as Spick Extra and Span Extra. Then, from winter 1961, they reverted to combined Spick & Span Extras. Because of these changes the numbering of these issues is sometimes difficult to follow.

Beautiful Britons Extra was published from 1957 to 1960. In addition to these Extras there were Holiday Specials and Annuals issued in the early years. The Extra and Special issues were thicker (and more expensive).

1955-57 10 editions published as combined Spick and Span Extra (31 January, 30 April, 28 July, 31 October)
1958-61 15 editions published as combined Spick Extra and Span Extra
1961-76 61 editions published as combined Spick & Span Extra

ANNUALS

Spick & Span Annual 01 1956/7 (132pp)
Front cover: Suzette
Back cover: Jane Bowman
Models: Audrey Wayne, Corrinne Reynaud, Irene Shaffer, Rosalina Neri, Marisa Allasio & Lilli Cerasoli, Luisa Rolande, Rossanna Gherardi, Fulvia Colombo, Maria Giovannini, Sandra Milo, Giovanna Pala, Virginia Vernon, Judy Rodger, Pam Finch, Terry Conway, Marianne1, Norma & Alma Dumonte, Colleen Taylor, Alicia Marquez, Barbara Blaine, Ruth Mueller, Rene Andree, Dora Doll, Henrietta, Pat Johnson, Laura Grenall, Joyce Cook & Shirley Burniston, Pat Johnson, Audrey Hill, Anne Davies1, Candita Raye, Jane Bowman, Patricia Smith (Lamorna Lea), Lyn Shaw, Anne Bowry, Dawn Collins, Shirley Deane & Barbara Binney & Shane Cordell & Margaret Simmons, Dana Crawford, Jackie Day, Rochelle Lofting, Rio Delores Serafini, Sylvia Martin 1, Jane Bowman, Barbara Cope, Nadina Giniffredi, Dagny Jansen, Pat Mink, Mara Corday, Jane Mansell, Lynn Blackman

Spick & Span Annual 02 1957/58 (132pp)
Front cover: Marion Holmes
Back cover: Pat Lammin
Models: Marion Holmes, June Simpson, Pat Arnold, Christina Weedman, Pamela Bevan, Jennifer Trueman, June Russell, Sylvia Cross, Tana Velya, Marion Chaplin, Hazel Powell, Penny Wood, Rochelle Lofting, Pat Holland, Barbara Frankcom, Gina Stock, Zhara Norbo, Janet White, Marion Holmes, Lisa Peake, Annette
Gibson, Ailsa Matheson, Joy Benham, Shirley Ann Field, Rita Romano, *Rita Moreno*, Connie Ford, Barbara Ellis, Ann Vogue

**Spick & Span Annual 03 1958/59 (100pp)**
*Front cover:* Rosa Domaille & Marion Holmes
*Back cover:* no photo

**Spick & Span Annual 04 1959/60 (100pp)**
*Front cover:* Lili St.Cyr
*Back cover:* no photo

**HOLIDAY SPECIALS**

**Holiday Special 1** June 1957 (92pp)
*Front cover:* Nancy Eggert
*Back cover:* Nancy Eggert

**Holiday Special 2** June 1958 (92pp)
*Front cover:* Kiffy Chance
*Back cover:* Kiffy Chance

**Holiday Special 3** June 1959 (100pp)
*Front cover:* Honey Rhodes
*Back cover:* no photo
*Models:* Rosemary Ford, Agathe Laurent, Jean Davey, Honey Rhodes, Jean King, Nancy Roberts, Rosalind Lake (Noreen Day), Dianne du Bois, Jill Lucienne, Beatrice Copelia, Rosemary Ford, Toni Rees, Judy Rodger

**SS Extra 1-61 (Complete 34)**

**Spick & Span Extra 000 55 Summer** (68pp)
Front cover: Sally Elgar-Lee & Shirley Anne Field
Back cover: Aileen Chase

Spick & Span Extra 001 55 Winter (76 pages)
Front cover: anon
Back cover: anon
Models: Anita Ekberg, June Murray, Margaret Wood & Jane Harris & Dyllis Quibell & Jill McKenzie, Josette Shear, Anita Ekberg, Beryl Hunter, Shirley Anne Field & Sally Elgar-Lee, June Embury, Lisa Bourdin, Pat Johnson, Sherley Summers, Judy Rodger, Joy Windsor, Eileen Ripsher, Norma McQueen, Jan, Shirley Gray

Spick & Span Extra 002 56 Spring (76 pages)
Front cover: Sula Freeman
Back cover: Olivia Dale
Models: Anne Bowry & Sula Freeman, Marie MacDonald, Anne Bowry & Sula Freeman, Pam Royce, Valerie Steadman, Tony Lee, Olivia Dale, Vicki Lemmone, Pam Withers, Ilonka, Jane Bowman, Margaret Rowe & Anne Bowry & Sula Freeman & Mara Fox & Gloria Latham, Irene Shaffer, Trudi Williams, Marion Duval, Joanne and Jeanie, Sabrina, Valerie Loughlin, Irish McCalla, Teresa (Tina) Gaye, Susan Constantine, Patricia Hazel Smith (Lamorna Lea)

Spick & Span Extra 003 56 Summer (76 pages)
Front cover: anon
Back cover: Lyn Shaw, Perry Sheehan, Shane Cordell, Martine Carol
Models: Marian Barron, Miriam Bru, Anne Bowry, Susan Constantine, Shirley Ann Field, Luisa Rivelli, Sherley Shelley, Pat Coleman, Brandee Kase, Margaret Anne, Maureen Quail, Sheena, Pat Balcon & Rochelle Lofting, Marian Barron, Christine Hoskins, Barbara Atkins, Helen Browne, Wendy Maloney

Spick & Span Extra 004 56 Autumn (80pp)
Front cover: Carol Brewster
Back cover: no photo
Models: Julia Alexander, Dany Bassenave, Joy Walker & Carol Cameron & Yvette Fenders, Julia Alexander, Helen Whitehouse, Helga Heyer, Sylvia Martinl, Pat Johnson, Irish McCalla, Carol Brewster, Betty Hansom, Rosaline, Patricia Smith (Lamorna Lea), Pamela Finch, Mara Fox, Marian Brenner, Ruth Mueller, Janet Neill, Mara Lynn, Justine Parker, Janet Riley, Margaret Rowe, Marian Barron, Lyn Shaw

Spick & Span Extra 005 56 Winter (80pp)
Front cover: anon
Back cover: no photo
Models: Patricia Smith (Lamorna Lea), Ann Bowry & Sula Freeman, Lita Malin, Lynn Carter, Didi Roberts, Brandee Kase, Toni Parker, Antoinette, Justine Parker, Elaine McKenzie, Mary Dickie, Teresa Gaye, Lorette Luiz & Joan Shawlee & Mara Lynn, Margo Craig, Perry Sheehan & Lulu, Miriam Bru, Diana Clark, Jean
Clare, Lizabeth Scott, Patricia Smith, Betty Diana Buckingham, Pat Grove, Meg Myles, Eva Wild, Joan Collins, Mary Symes, Patricia French, Nan Colgan, Farrell Jordan, Janet Neill, Karen Kent

**Spick & Span Extra 006 57 Spring** (80pp)
*Front cover:* anon
*Back cover:* no photo
*Models:* Patricia Smith (Lamorna Lea), Sabrina, Valerie Morgan, Yvonne Mann, Jackie Day, June Daleo, Patricia Smith, Ingrid Dittmar, Jacqueline Perrieux, Margaret Rowe, Diana Dennison, Vikki Hammond, Toni Lanza, Elaine Stevens, Mary Anne, Sonia Crosby, Stephanie Cole, Nadia Regin, Barbara Osterman

**Spick & Span Extra 007 57 Summer** (80pp)
*Front cover:* Paula Berry
*Back cover:* no photo

**Spick & Span Extra 008 57 Autumn** (80pp)
*Front cover:* June Simpson
*Back cover:* no photo
*Models:* June Simpson, Lorna Donaldson, Marion Holmes, Pat Lammin & Vivienne Saunders, Kay Douglas, Margaret Mansergh, Pat Arnold, Kay Dawson, Helen Marlowe, June Simpson, Angela Hunt, Kerry Faye, Grace Jackson, Eve Kell, Catherine Lancaster, Pat Johnson, Vikky Reynolds

**Spick & Span Extra 009 57 Winter** (80pp)
*Front cover:* Crystall Dawson
*Back cover:* no photo

**SEPARATE SPICK EXTRA AND SPAN EXTRA EDITIONS FROM HERE TO WINTER 1961.**

**Spick & Span Extra 01 61 Winter**
*Front cover:* Judie Jayson
*Back cover:* no photo
*Models:* Pat Garland (Susan Douglas), Lilli Martin, Jennifer Goodman, Vanda Hudson, Sherry Young, Peggy Smith, June Palmer, Marie Louise, Angela, Pat Garland (Susan Douglas), Suzanne Revett, Sandra McPherson, Sheila Burns & Adrienne Ross, Lorraine Burge

**Spick & Span Extra 02 62 Spring** (68pp)
*Front cover:* Mary Graham
Spick & Span Extra 03 62 Summer (68pp)
Front cover: Susan Douglas
Back cover: no photo
Models: Susan Douglas, Val Braithwaite, Pamela Beeston (Burton), Jeanette (Janet) Clark, Maggie McCully, Fay Stevens, Angela Frances, Mary Graham

Spick & Span Extra 04 62 Autumn (68pp)
Front cover: Silvia Sorrento
Back cover: no photo
Models: Mary Graham, Susan McKay, Lynn Joyce, Liz McGregor, Tania Beryll, Claudia Cardinale(i), Ilva Dimicelli, Susan Douglas, Pamela Baldwin, Gina Graham, Fay Stevens, Angela Frances, Mary Graham

Spick & Span Extra 05 62 Winter (68pp)
Front cover: Joy West
Back cover: no photo
Models: Maggie McCully, Mary Graham, Angela Jones, Maggie McCully, Joy Carlton, Francesca Young, Judie Jayson, Susan Douglas, Julie Scott & Sara Scott, Janette Goodman, Susan McKay

Spick & Span Extra 06 63 Spring (68pp)
Front cover: Vivienne Warren
Back cover: no photo
Models: Mary Graham, Carmen Dene, Helena Borland, Marion (Kate McMillan) & Liz McGregor, Laya Raki, Janette Goodman, Susan Douglas, Fay Stevens, Maggie McCully

Spick & Span Extra 07 63 Summer (68pp)
Front cover: Rosa Domaille
Back cover: no photo
Models: Lesley Lovell, Jane Rennie, Rosa Domaille, Lesley Lovell, Anne Crossan, Melise Menzies, Tina Ryatt, Gilda Volkarno, Janine Sykes (Maxine Millar), Bernice Davis, Annette French, Toni Finch, Holde Scheel, Hannelore Herfort, Iris Gettinger, Helga Moser, Renate Perl

Spick & Span Extra 08 63 Autumn (68pp)
Front cover: Carmen Dene
Back cover: no photo
Models: Janette Goodman, Ann Granger, Jean Ambler, Janette Goodman, Helen Baxter, Lynn Joyce, Annette French, Carmen Dene, Nina Wartenburg, Francis Collier, Petrina Sargent (Jane McKay), Susan Douglas

Spick & Span Extra 09 63 Winter
Front cover: Susan Douglas
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 10 Spring 1964 (68pp)
Front cover: Cindy Wilson
Back cover: no photo
Models: Mary Graham, Anne Granger, Belinda Baker, Marion McGregor (Kate McMillan), Anne Scott, Monika Buik, Jayne Tracey, Sara Stuart, Jane Paul, Mary Graham, Sophia Dawn, Linda Groom, Frankie Young, Susan Douglas, Toni Finch, Petrina Sargent (Jane McKay), Sara Stuart, Sophia Dawn

Spick & Span Extra 11 Summer 1964 (68pp)
Front cover: Christel Eimann
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 12 Autumn 1964 (68pp)
Front cover: Annette French
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 13 Winter 1964 (68pp)
Front cover: Helen Milligan
Back cover: no photo
Models: Ruth Cavendish, Jane Rennie, Antonie Merly, Angela Jones, Ruth Cavendish, Anne Scott, Alicia Brandet, Rita Klein, Pam Johnson, Petrina Sargent (Jane McKay), Susan Douglas, Annette French

Spick & Span Extra 14 Spring 1965 (68pp)
Front cover: Ruth Cavendish
Back cover: no photo
Models: Jane Paul, Lisa Linette, Claudia Cardinale, Beba Loncar, Hazel Shaw, Anne Scott, Jane Paul, Sara Carson, Sabrina, Nancy Crawford, Susan Douglas, Jackie Murray

Spick & Span Extra 15 Summer 1965 (68pp)
Front cover: Susan Douglas
Back cover: no photo
Models: Ruth Cavendish, Wendy Lovell, Kathryn McDonald & Norma Foster & Judy Huxtable, Ruth Cavendish, Jane Paul, Carmen Dene, Lisa Linnette, Rosanne Stuart, Gwenda Lee, Laya Raki, Sally Anne (Lesley Amies)

Spick & Span Extra 16 Autumn 1965 (68pp)
Front cover: Dorothy Roberts
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 17 Winter 1965 (68pp)
Front cover: Margaret Lee (Box)
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 18 Spring 1966 (68pp)
Front cover: Sylvia Ternes
Back cover: no photo
Models: Sylvia Ternes, Gara Granda, Mylène Demongeot, Pauline Bullows, Frankie Luck, Dawn Grayson, Maria-Pia Luzi, Madeline Kent, Claudia Cardinale, Alicia Brandet, Eleanora Rossi, Lynne Windsor, Sigrid Andre, Luciana Antonelli, Pamela Johnston

Spick & Span Extra 19 Summer 1966 (68pp)
Front cover: Monica Johansen
Back cover: no photo
Models: Susan Douglas, Joyce Blair, Fay Stevens, Carol Burdette, Git Pehrson, Inger Lokholm, Birgitta Widell, Dawn Grayson, Scilla Gabel, Antonie Merly, Sylvia Hurste (Hirst), Hannelore Herfert, Monica Johansen, Anne Scott, Cindy Fuller, Lynne Vandmar, Alma Goodrich, Shirley Hayes, Joan Russell, Virginia Watkins, Susan Douglas

Spick & Span Extra 20 Autumn 1966 (68pp)
Front cover: Uta Levka
Back cover: no photo
Models: Pauline Street, Gisela Ladwig, Antonie Merly, Karin Bauer, Shirley Stevens, Uta Levka, Madeleine Pieri, Solvi Stubing, Jackie Bolam, Janet Payne, Lykke Nielsen, Elizabeth Gallacher, Britt Lindberg, Susan Douglas

Spick & Span Extra 21 Winter 1966 (68pp)
Front cover: Lykke Nielsen
Back cover: no photo
Models: Susan Douglas, Ros Stuart, Maria Brockerhoff, Ivy Winstanley, Ingela Brander, Jane Paul, Antonie Merly, Susan Douglas, Karin Field, Gail Pinder, Doreen Kaller, Karen Fraser, Joan Russell, Met, Carole Burdette

Spick & Span Extra 22 Spring 1967 (68pp)
Front cover: Fiona Frazer
Back cover: no photo
Models: Carol Burdette, Ingrid Simon, Bridget Cole, Anne Scott, Bunny Mason, Lisa Scott, Martina Evans, Joan Russell, Susan Douglas, Jocelyn Lane, Ros Stuart, Cleo Simmons
Spick & Span Extra 23 Summer 1967 (68 pages)
Front cover: Dawn Grayson
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 24 Autumn 1967 (68pp)
Front cover: Ursula Andress
Back cover: no photo
Models: Vanda Vane-Dotson, Jennie Lea Harris, Susan Douglas, Claudine Auger & Virna Lisi & Ursula Andress & Marisa Mell, Ingrid Steingert (Steeger), Celia Crawford (Anne Dawes), Brigitte Skay, Judy Coe, Susanne Kent, Maggie McCully, Rita Klein, Bobby Shaw

Spick & Span Extra 25 Winter 1967 (68 pages)
Front cover: Susan Douglas
Back cover: no photo
Models: Sandra Norvic, Anne Gratte, Maria Assin, Lynda Farrell (Maggie Fletcher) & Susan Fairfax, Jan Newman, Geraldine Chaplin, Carole Fletcher, Fifi Fernand, Sally Randall, Marie-France Boyer, Diane Clark, Sivi Aberg, Wendy Goff, Stephanie Hill

Spick & Span Extra 26 Spring 1968 (68pp)
Front cover: Melanie Cooper
Back cover: no photo
Models: Jan Newman, Claudia Cardinale, Katrin Dormann, Debora Stewart (Diane Kirk) & Liz McEwen, Dawn Grayson, Marie-Christine Barclay & Michele Mercier, Susanne Kent, Annette French, Maria Assin, Janet Weston, Toni (Margaret) Frost, Inge Petrasch, Susanne Kent, Helen Williams

Spick & Span Extra 27 Summer 1968 (68 pages)
Front cover: Lydia Maseratti
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 28 Autumn 1968 (68pp)
Front cover: Nicola Taylor
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 29 Winter 1968 (68pp)
Front cover: Ann Marie
Back cover: no photo
Models: Susan Douglas, Giovanna Ralli, Renate Dittman, Olinka Berova, Liz Harvey, Dawn Grayson, Toni (Margaret) Frost, Sandra Marsh, Linda Deane, Jane Wright, Christel Eimann, Christina, Diane Clark

Spick & Span Extra 30 Spring 1969 (68pp)
Front cover: Gisela Bert
Back cover: no photo
Models: Cheryl Peters, Olinka Berova, Nicola Taylor & Marilyn Ward, Susan Findlay, Uschi Hagen, Christel Birkholz, Gaby Brand, Renate Dittman, Susan Douglas, Carmen Dene, Edith Hanso(e)n, Nuccia Amandopolis, Penny Winters, Angela Hill, Linda Deane, Irene Marlow & Jane Sears, Anne Baker, Pam Johnson

Spick & Span Extra 31 Summer 1969 (68pp)
Front cover: Inge Kraus
Back cover: no photo
Models: Dawn Grayson, Hazel Woodbridge, Jane Mercer, Denise Wixey, Aneta Dale, Karen Widmann, Judi Batty, Inge Kraus, Jennie Lane, Lydia Masera, Gillian, Sylvia Grant, Fay Stevens, Nina Swallow

Spick & Span Extra 32 Autumn 69 (68pp)
Front cover: Susan Douglas
Back cover: no photo
Models: Susan Douglas, Terry Torday, Nicola Taylor, Marie St.Clair, Elaine Richards, Terry Graham, Joan Russell, Carol Burdette, Sylva Koscina, Jane Paul (not Joan), Gladys Engle, Yoki Hawa, Ros Stuart, Marilyn Ward, Dawn Grayson

Spick & Span Extra 33 Winter 1969 (68pp)
Front cover: Jenny Spencer
Back cover: no photo
Models: Jenny Spencer, Michelle Fisher, Carole-Anne Blake, Petra Germaine, Melanie Davies, Jean Stewart, Debbie Slater & Mary Keates & Barbara Kohn & Marie Jordache, Bobby Shaw, Veronica Page, Anne Scott, Angelika Breithaupt, Sally Dixon, Julie Anton, Toni Townsend, Joan Paul

Spick & Span Extra 34 Spring 70 (68pp)
Front cover: Sondra Locke
Back cover: no photo
Models: Zoe West, Maureen Lidgard-Brown, Sissel, Maria Raber, Sally Dixon, Karin Ellena, Angela Shaw, Shirley MacLaine, Vicky Ashley, Yvonne Vaux, Christine Sefromian, Marion Crawford, Marcelle Revere, Georgia West, Sylvan Collins, Tracy & Sonia 3

Spick & Span Extra 35 Summer 1970 (68pp)
Front cover: Jackie Ward
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 36 Autumn 1970 (68pp)
Front cover: Nicola Taylor
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 37 Winter 1970 (68pp)
Front cover: Christine Coul
Back cover: no photo
Models: Nicola Taylor, Jennifer Taylor, Roberta Collins, Jackie West, Marie Graham, Linda Deane, Marta Cubisova (Janet de Bollet), Annette French, Melanie Cooper, Toni Townsend, Patsy Rowlands, Nicola Taylor & Joanna Young, Carol Wootton, Nicola Taylor

Spick & Span Extra 38 Spring 1971 (68pp)
Front cover: Nicola Taylor
Back cover: no photo
Models: Jane Paul, Helen Jones, Nicola Taylor & Joanna Young, Jane Turvey, Helen Brodie (Milligan), Jane West, Lisa Shannon, Pama Green, Jacqui Blair, Janet de Bollet, Dawn Grayson

Spick & Span Extra 39 Summer 1971 (68pp)
Front cover: Dawn Grayson
Back cover: no photo
Models: Greta Berry, Jennie Jones, Sara Stuart, Jennifer Taylor, Anita St.George, Marie Graham, Susanne Kent, Liliane Emon, Lindy Powell, Charmian Davidson (Cherry Lennox)

Spick & Span Extra 40 Autumn 1971(68pp)
Front cover: Wendy Fenton
Back cover: no photo
Models: Kim Scott2, Patricia Hope, Patsy Rowlands, Hazel Shaw, Sara Marsden, Anne Scott, Wanda Liddell, Angela Jones, Ivy Winstanley, Sandra Morrell, Ann Davies, Nicola Taylor, Louise Needels

Spick & Span Extra 41 Winter 1971(68pp)
Front cover: Rosa Domaille
Back cover: no photo
Models: Bridget Kildare (Bridie Goodwin), Annette More, Dianne Lloyd, Louise Burton, Sandra McPherson, Jane Berry, Eva Warsava, Sonya Cordeau, Melodie L’Amour (Carol-Anne Blake), Marina Langner, Ros Stuart, Morita Saunders, Greta Berry, Valerie King, Patricia Strong, Annette French

Spick & Span Extra 42 Spring 1972 (68pp)
Front cover: Sylvia Martin
Back cover: no photo
Models: Bridget Kildare (Bridie Goodwin), Pat Wheeldon, Kim Scott, Jean Ralston, Joanne Martin (Stewart), Britt Lindberg, Eva Warsava, Sarah Smith, Linda Ward (Groom), Helga Hansen (Anna Reingold), Anne Scott, Jane Garfield, Nicola Taylor

Spick & Span Extra 43 Summer 1972 (68pp)
Front cover: Soulangne Ferrier
Back cover: no photo
Models: Hanna Foord (Anna Reingold), Jackie West, Linda White, Anne Rush, Samantha Troy (Bond), Paula Redfern, Soulanje Ferrier, Janet de Bollet, Sarah Scott, Helen Brodie (Milligan), Dawn Grayson, Sandra McPherson, Marie McCarthy, Anne Scott, Jennie Jones

Spick & Span Extra 44 Autumn 1972 (68pp)
Front cover: Dawn Grayson
Back cover: no photo
Models: Lowra Bruni & Ingrid Norsman, Gudrun Korber, Dawn Grayson, Anne Black, Elizabeth Rummel, Annette French, Jackie Collins, Cindy Williams, Angela Perkins, Clara Marsh, Pauline Street, Sara Stuart, Maria Martina

Spick & Span Extra 45 Winter 1972 (68pp)
Front cover: Bridie Goodwin
Back cover: no photo
Models: Bridie Goodwin, Leena Skoog, Caroline Ford, Laura St.John, Leoni Vincent, Sylvia Stuart (not Wood), Ursel Merten, Lana Dahl, Nancy Roberts, Kim Scott, Frances Anglade, Carol Hans (Anna Reingold), Helen Brodie (Milligan)

Spick & Span Extra 46 Spring 1973 (68pp)
Front cover: Susanne Eymon
Back cover: no photo
Models: Debbie Stephens, Karin Gerder, Bridie Goodwin, Jenny Matthews, Marie Graham, June Palmer, Erika Blanck, Jennifer Williams, Teresa Hart, Nicola Taylor, Rachael Collins, Patricia Blair, Ruth Cavendish

Spick & Span Extra 47 Summer 1973 (68pp)
Front cover: Emily Chase
Back cover: no photo
Models: Laura St.John & Nicola Taylor, Clare London, Susan Ashford, Judie Jayson, Marilyn Ward, Samantha Earle (Wanda Liddell), Shelah Werndorf (Sylvia Ternes), Daphne Ware (Dawn de Vere), Marie Graham, Angela Graham, Toni Searle (Barbara Howe), Ursel Merten, Jackie West

Spick & Span Extra 48 Autumn 1973 (68pp)
Front cover: Nicola Taylor
Back cover: no photo
Models: Stevie Peters, Kristiana Adams, Christina Schinske, Ingrid Steeger, Susan Douglas, Stephanie, Margarethe Nilsen, Jennifer Taylor, Nicola Taylor, Regina Mavick, Helen Baxter, Eve Eden (Rosa Domaille), Tina Reynolds (Toni Townsend), Kim West

Spick & Span Extra 49 Winter 1973 (68pp)
Front cover: Angie Graham
Back cover: no photo
Models: Eleanor Noyes (Anna Reingold), Angie Graham, Ann Grainger, Ricci Holt, Sylvia Todd, Joy Williams (Marie le Roy), Trudi Carstairs (Lisa Shannon), Shani Cook, Helen Atherton, Andrea Kaye, Sophia Dawn, Helen Douglas (Candlish), Sonya Perry, Averil Lowerhoffe
Spick & Span Extra 50 Spring 1974 (68 pages)
Front cover: Helena McGuire (Gibbs)
Back cover: no photo
Models: Helena McGuire, Sandra Bale, Susan Shaw, Andrea Kaye, Nicola Taylor, Beerta Sector, Jennifer Jay, Liz Harvey, Dorothy & Kay Bendall, Tina Reynolds (Townsend), Lynn Palmer (Lynn Joyce), Nina James (Christine Norton), Eleanor Noyes (Anna Reingold)

Spick & Span Extra 51 Summer 1974 (68pp)
Front cover: Maureen Stocks
Back cover: no photo
Models: Maureen Stocks, Susan Douglas, Eve Law, Soulange Ferrier, Nicola Taylor, Wanda Liddell, Jane Marlowe (Diane Kirk), Amanda Cave (Case), Pattie Johnson, Anne Scott, Moira Hamilton (Julie Scott), Dawn Grayson, Annette French, Jenny Spencer, Susan Douglas, Helen Brodie (Milligan), April Johnstone

Spick & Span Extra 52 Autumn 1974 (68pp)
Front cover: Sue Seymour (Patsy Glover)
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 53 Winter 1974 (68pp)
Front cover: Sylvia Ternes
Back cover: no photo
Models: Marie Graham, Bobby Shaw, Ann Grainger, Mara Corday, Anne Scott, Cherie Arnaud (Sylvia James), Zahra Norbo, Sheila Taylor, Kay de Lisle, Abbey Lee, Cathy Brydon, Caroline Browne (Leila Scott), Andrea Kaye

Spick & Span Extra 54 Spring 1975 (68pp)
Front cover: Joy Harris
Back cover: no photo
Models: Laurette Aitken, Roxana Drake, Erica Reeves, Lynn Lampert, Marie Graham & Nicola Taylor, Eleanor Noyes (Anna Reingold), Gillian Yates (Forbes), Dawn Williams, Olga Hertz (Greta Hoffe), Susan Douglas, June Palmer, Wanda Liddell, Pinky Sands

Spick & Span Extra 55 Summer 1975 (68pp)
Front cover: Karen Gerder
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 56 Autumn 1975 (68 pages)
Front cover: Wanda Lidell
Back cover: no photo
Models: Mary Maxted (Millington), Veronique (Linda) Vendal, Babsi Kunze, Lisa Shannon, Rosemary Harris, Andrea Kaye, Wanda Liddell, Marion Mitchell, Nicola Taylor, Stella Brookes, Susan Douglas, Susan Shaw2, Ingrid Norsman

Spick & Span Extra 57 Winter 1975 (68pp)
Front cover: Jan Newman
Back cover: no photo

Spick & Span Extra 58 Spring 1976 (68pp)
Front cover: Jane Paul
Back cover: no photo
Models: Jan Newman, Maureen Smart (Estelle McDonald), Donna Vertex, Maggie James, Juliette Falls, Lisa Shannon, Ruth Cavendish & Anne Scott, Tracey Collins, Jane Paul, Pauline White (Angela Greaves), Julia Seymour, Dawn Grayson, Jackie Summers (Murray)

Spick & Span Extra 59 Summer 1976 (68pp)
Front cover: Susan Whiddon
Back cover: no photo
Models: Nicola Taylor, Julie Mitchell, Melanie Cooper, Donna Vertex, Eve Eden (Rosa Domaille), Susan Whiddon, Sharon Gale, Bobby Shaw, Marie Fitzgerald, Dawn Grayson, Samantha Murray (Christine Porter), Jennifer Taylor, Cherry Scott

Spick & Span Extra 60 Autumn 1976 (68pp)
Front cover: Nicola Taylor
Back cover: no photo
Models: Helen Baxter, Donna Vertex, Toni (Margaret) Frost, Gundy Korber, Susan Whiddon, Barbara Boon, Sylvia Loss, Nina James (Christine Norton), Kay de Lisle, Julie Mitchell, Nicola Taylor

Spick & Span Extra 61 Winter 1976 (68pp) Last issue
Front cover: Wanda Liddell
Back cover: no photo
Main featured models: Marie Graham, Sylvia Martin2, Dawn Grayson, Sue Whiddon, Nicola Taylor, Ann Hayward, Susan Douglas, Angie Wheeler, Annette Ridgeway, Jackie Blair, Anne Scott, Helen Milligan (Brodie), Ruth Cavendish